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These guidelines feature numbered **INFO BOX** sections. These are separate to the guidelines and are to provide additional information and examples around Penalty Fares.

**PLEASE NOTE:**

**National Rail and Transport for London services**

This guidance will apply from 6 April 2018. They do not apply to services in Northern Ireland, certain Scottish railway passenger services or to services operated on behalf of Transport for London; such as London Overground and TfL Rail or stations served only by those services. For further guidance on Penalty Fares issued by Transport for London, see [www.tfl.gov.uk/fares-and-payments/penalties-and-enforcement](http://www.tfl.gov.uk/fares-and-payments/penalties-and-enforcement)
SECTION A

1. Foreword

Working together, the rail industry is working together with a plan to change, improve and secure prosperity for Britain, including four commitments to strengthen our economic contribution to the country, improve customer satisfaction, boost the communities we serve and create more and better jobs in rail.

Train companies across Britain have worked with government to make changes to the penalty fares system which will help those who feel they have been unfairly issued with a penalty fare when they have made an honest mistake and ensure there is enough time for the appeals panels to handle their appeal in a fair and unbiased way.

People who travel by train without intending to pay deprive the railway about £200 million every year, which would otherwise be invested to improve Britain’s railway for customers, communities and the economy. The penalty fares system is set up to deter people from travelling without paying the correct fare.

Jac Starr
Managing Director of Customer Experience - Rail Delivery Group

2. Introduction to These Guidelines

The Rail Delivery Group has authored these guidelines to explain and interpret The Railways (Penalty Fares) Regulations 2018, to assist customers with understanding what a Penalty Fare is and when one can be issued. This is not a legally binding document and should only be used as an accessible summary of some of the key principles of the Regulations. The Regulations are attached in full to these guidelines in Appendix B.

What is a Penalty Fare?

A Penalty Fare is an exceptional fare, charged if a passenger does not comply with the normal ticket purchasing rules without good reason. It is not an Unpaid Fares Notice, nor is it a fine. The rail industry does recognise that on occasion, there are situations where a passenger will have an incorrect ticket or will choose not to purchase a ticket to make the same journey their fare-paying fellow passengers have, despite the availability of ticket purchasing. When these situations arise, a Penalty Fare may be issued. There are also times when the ability to purchase a ticket before travel on the network may be limited and we will always try to make sure our customers have the opportunity to purchase the right ticket they need to travel.

These guidelines will apply from 6 April 2018.
3. Glossary of Terms

This table lists the terms used in these guidelines. Further details of these terms can be found in Appendix B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What we say</th>
<th>What we mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collector</td>
<td>A person who has been trained and employed to issue and collect Penalty Fares on behalf of a train company or station Operator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compulsory Ticket Area</td>
<td>An area designated by an Operator where customers must be able to produce a ticket or authority to be in (such as a train platform).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty Fare</td>
<td>A special fare, higher than normal value, for travel on services without a ticket, when there was opportunity to purchase a ticket before boarding a train or entering a Compulsory Ticket Area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permit to Travel</td>
<td>These provide a means of determining where a customer started their journey when they have been unable to purchase a travel ticket, and should be used when the ticket office is closed, or the ticket they require is not available, and must be exchanged for a ticket at the first opportunity or within two hours for a valid ticket. Customers must pay any difference in fare due. Passengers who are travelling with a valid permit are not liable to pay a Penalty Fare and will be accepted by any person authorised to sell tickets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promise to Pay</td>
<td>Similar to a Permit to Travel, Promise to Pay coupons can be purchased as a means to show ability to purchase a valid ticket, when opportunity is not available. They are only valid in select areas of the UK and must also be used as part payment toward the correct ticket at the earliest opportunity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railway Byelaws</td>
<td>Made under Section 219 of the Transport Act 2000 and confirmed under Schedule 20 of the Transport Act 2000 by the Secretary of State for Transport on 22 June 2005 for regulating the use and working of, and travel on or by means of, railway assets, the maintenance of order on railway assets and the conduct of all persons while on railway assets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulations</td>
<td>This refers to The Railways (penalty fares) Regulations 2018 in Appendix B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator (Train Operating Company or Station Operator)</td>
<td>A Train Operating Company provides timetabled passenger services on the GB rail network, under franchise by the UK government. Station Operators will manage the day-to-day running of a station but may not manage train services. Train companies will advertise and inform customers which services they operate via visual signage (via customer information screens and logo on train carriages) and audible announcements (such as on train announcements or at a station). Exceptions to this include Heritage Railways, Eurostar and, in relation to these guidelines, services operated by Transport for London.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpaid Fares Notice</td>
<td>An alternative to purchasing a ticket, an Unpaid Fares Notice (UFN) is a bill that a customer will need to pay at a future date, for the fare for the travel they have completed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>A fine is a monetary imposition upon individuals by a court who have been convicted of a crime. A fine is a criminal sanction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECTION B

1. People Who May Be Charged a Penalty Fare

1.1 On a train
Any person travelling on the rail network must purchase and hold a valid ticket or authority to travel\(^1\), when they have the opportunity to do so, before starting their journey. If a customer cannot produce a valid ticket or authority to travel when asked by an Authorised Collector, or evidence to show the ability to purchase a ticket or authority to travel, they may be liable for a Penalty Fare.

Where available, a **Permit to Travel** or **Promise to Pay** can be produced if there was no facility to purchase a ticket from the station before you began your journey. If travelling with a discounted ticket, customers must also be able to present any supporting documentation (such as Railcards or other discount or concessionary pass) that validates their discounted ticket.

**INFO BOX 1**
For the sake of clarity within this guidance, the term ‘ticket’\(^2\) will include, but is not limited to, the following:
- Anytime Single or Return
- Off-Peak Single or Return
- Super Off-Peak Single or Return
- Advance
- Travelcard
- Ranger or Rover ticket
- Carnet ticket
- Season Ticket (valid for 7-Day or one month or longer)
- rail staff pass

1.2 At a station
Any person who is present in a compulsory ticket area\(^3\) must be able to produce a valid ticket if they intend to travel, or other authority to be there if not, if asked by a Collector or other person on behalf of an Operator. Being unable to produce a relevant ticket or authority may make you liable for a Penalty Fare. See Exemptions in Chapter 5 for more details.

1.3 Amount of Penalty Fare if issued on a train
The amount of any Penalty Fare is £20.00 or twice the cost of an undiscounted full Single, applicable to the person travelling, from the station you started your train journey to the next station served by the train, whichever is greater.

1.4 Amount of Penalty Fare if issued at a station
Further information on when a Penalty Fare can be issued at a station can be found in the Regulations. If a Penalty Fare is issued at a station at the end of a journey, the Penalty Fare will be £20.00 or twice the cost of an undiscounted full Single applicable to the person travelling, from the station the customer started their journey to that station.

1.5 Amount of a Penalty Fare if issued at a Compulsory Ticket Area
If you are not travelling on a train, nor intend to, but are issued a Penalty Fare at a Compulsory Ticket Area station, the Penalty Fare will be £20.00.

These are just examples of when a Penalty Fare may be issued. Further details can be found in the Regulations in Appendix B.

---

\(^1\) Authority to travel may be a Permit to Travel or ‘Promise to Pay’ coupon, a smartcard holding ‘pay as you go’ credit or a valid contactless bankcard or device.

\(^2\) Tickets can be held as a physical paper ticket, mobile device, ‘Print at Home’, validated contactless card or device, or on a smartcard/Oyster card.

\(^3\) Compulsory ticket areas could be whole stations, platforms, interchanges, or businesses situated behind a ticket gateline and will have a poster similar to the one shown in Appendix A to let you know.
The cost of a Penalty Fare must be displayed on any warning posters (see Chapter 4 and Appendix A) at every station and area that is a Compulsory Ticket Area.

2. People Who May Charge Penalty Fares

Penalty Fares can be charged by the Operator of any train or station within the scope of the Regulations.

Penalty Fares can only be charged on behalf of those Operators by a Collector and a person can only be a Collector if they have been individually authorised by, or on behalf of, the Train Operating Company or Station Operator. Each Collector must carry, and produce if asked, valid identification which proves that they are authorised to charge Penalty Fares on behalf of a specific Operator or Operators. Details of what constitutes valid identification can be found in the Regulations under Part 2 of Schedule 1 (see Appendix B)

INFO BOX 2
‘On behalf of a Train Operating Company’ means that an individual who is not employed by that Train Operating Company or Station Operator, such as an agency worker, but who will still be enforcing that Operators scheme.

The Rail Delivery Group recommends that Collectors allow passengers to make a note of the relevant details of their identification and authority, such as a badge number, as it appears on their identification if requested.

2.1 Customer Expectations

People travelling on trains without a valid ticket or authority may be doing so with good reason and you should feel you are given the opportunity to explain those reasons to a Collector.

Customers should receive a certain level of customer service when they are challenged on ticketless travel and, as a minimum, they should expect,

- To be spoken to politely and clearly
- To feel confident that they will be given an opportunity to provide an explanation
- To not feel victimized by Collectors
- To have the Penalty Fare process explained to them and to have their questions answered
- The right to a receipt if they pay the Penalty Fare in full or in part, and a statement of information relating to the Penalty Fare

If you feel that these expectations have not been met, every Operator will have a complaint process and customers should approach the Operator directly.

---

4 Not all identification will display the Collectors name, but must display a unique identifier. See Part 2 of Schedule 1 of the Regulations for full details
3. Displaying Warning Notices

An Operator that charges Penalty Fares must ensure that warning notices are displayed at every station Penalty Fares will apply from, regardless of which Operator manages that station. These warning notices should be in line with Regulation 8 (see Appendix B).

Any Operator who charges Penalty Fares must make sure that a warning notice is displayed at each entrance of each Compulsory Ticket Area also. These warning notices must be in line with the below bullet points.

INFO BOX 3
When stations are served by multiple train companies, including those that do not charge Penalty Fares, there must be - as a minimum - one notice displayed in a place that it can be visible to a customer joining a connecting train without passing through a ticket barrier. For example, at the bottom of a footbridge connecting platforms or in a subway.

Where a station is operated by a company that does not operate a Penalty Fares scheme - for example a station operated by Network Rail - they should provide the necessary space to display notices as stated above.

Warning notices should,

- be noticeable, easy to read and easy to distinguish from other posters, and from the general surroundings
- clearly provide guidance as to where to access information on when a Penalty Fare may be charged (see Info Box 4)
- clearly state the possible consequences of ticketless travel
- give the amount, or maximum amount, of any Penalty Fare; and contain the text and logos set out in Schedule 1 of the Regulations (See Appendix B)

INFO BOX 4
Providing guidance on where to access information on Penalty Fares and when they may be charged could be by supplying a QR code or URL displayed on the poster, directing customers to further information on Penalty Fares, as well as or instead of, written on the poster.

Examples of warning posters can be found in Appendix A
4. NON-PENALTY FARE TICKETLESS TRAVEL

Not every occasion a passenger travels without a valid ticket can result in a Penalty Fare being issued. In these situations, an Operator may,

- sell the correct ticket if facilities were not available at the start of a journey\(^5\),
- charge the difference in fare from the ticket held to the correct ticket, or
- in some cases, report ticketless travel for prosecution.

If a customer is reported for prosecution for ticketless travel, any Penalty Fare charged will be cancelled under the Regulations.

4.1 Exemptions

4.1.1 Travelling in the wrong class
A Collector cannot charge a Penalty Fare to a person travelling in a class of accommodation for which their ticket is not valid if,

1. a notice was displayed which indicated that people with standard class tickets were allowed to travel in that accommodation without further charge or if they paid a specified charge; or
2. a person acting, or appearing to act, on behalf of the Operator of the relevant train indicated that people with Standard class tickets were allowed to travel in that accommodation without further charge (see Info Box 5 for further details).

4.1.2 Being present in a Compulsory Ticket Area
A Collector cannot charge a Penalty Fare to a person if,

1. They are in a Compulsory Ticket Area to provide assistance to another person who does have a valid ticket or authority to be in the Compulsory Ticket Area. See Appendix B, Regulation 7 (3) for details;
2. there were no facilities available for selling the appropriate ticket or other authority for the journey the person wanted to make or for entering the compulsory ticket area;
3. warning notices were not displayed at the entrances to the compulsory ticket area in line with Chapter 4;
4. a notice was displayed which indicated that people were allowed to board the relevant train or enter the compulsory ticket area without a ticket or other authority to do so.

4.1.3 Travelling on a train
A Collector cannot charge a penalty Fare to a to a person if,

1. there were no facilities available to issue the appropriate ticket for the journey which that person wanted to make;
2. warning notices were not clearly displayed in line with Chapter 4;
3. a notice was displayed which indicated that passengers were allowed to board that train without a ticket or other authority to travel;
4. a person acting, or appearing to act, on behalf of the Operator of that train or station indicated that the person was, or people generally were, allowed to board that train without a ticket or other authority to travel. See Info Box 5 for more details.

---

\(^5\) An example of when there are no facilities to purchase may be when a ticket office closed and ticket machines only capable of credit/debit card payments when a customer wishes to pay cash. These circumstances can be verified as part of the appeal process.
INFO BOX 5
In situations where a person appears to be acting for or on behalf of a train Operator, it is advisable for a customer to make a note of the person who has indicated travel is allowed; such as name (if a name badge is worn), physical description and where on the station they are located (outside ticket office, at the gates etc.). This can assist with later verification or appeal.

5. ARRANGEMENTS FOR CHARGING AND PAYING PENALTY FARES
There are certain rules a Collector must follow and provide in writing when issuing a Penalty Fare that are set out in the Regulations. They are;

1. a statement to say that you are being issued a Penalty Fare
2. an explanation of why you are being issued a Penalty Fare
3. state their identification number
4. state the name of the Operator they are issuing the Penalty Fare on behalf of
5. state the unique Penalty Fare number
6. state the amount of the Penalty Fare
7. a statement to say that you are able to appeal the Penalty Fare
8. a statement to say the Penalty Fare must be paid or appealed within 21 days, starting the following day
9. an explanation of how a Penalty Fare can be paid
10. a statement that you are entitled to a receipt if you pay the Penalty Fare

When issuing a Penalty Fare, the Collector may request that the customer make a minimum payment towards the Penalty Fare that is equal to what they would paid for their journey, if they had purchased a ticket before traveling. You may still be liable to pay the remaining fare later.

INFO BOX 6
You should be aware that failure to provide the minimum fare towards a Penalty Fare may be viewed as a deliberate attempt to evade the fare owed.

If you pay all or part of a Penalty Fare, the Authorised Collector must give you a receipt for the payment. This is a legal requirement.

INFO BOX 7
Payment of a Penalty Fare is not an admission of guilt and the Penalty Fare can still be appealed within the 21 days after it is issued.

5.1 Continuing your journey
Any receipt or Penalty Fare issued must allow the customer to continue the train journey to the next scheduled stop shown on that receipt or Penalty Fare (which could be the station a train has stopped at, allowing passengers to alight).

If you want to travel beyond that stop, you must pay the relevant fare from that stop to your destination station, as well as the Penalty Fare.

If the receipt or Penalty Fare is issued regarding a Compulsory Ticket Area, it will also allow you to leave the Compulsory Ticket Area.
For example, a customer is travelling from Portslade to London Bridge, without having bought a ticket first. If they are issued a Penalty Fare whilst the train is travelling between Preston Park and Gatwick Airport, the Penalty Fare would allow them to remain on the train to Gatwick Airport, the next scheduled stop. The customer would then need to purchase an undiscounted full single ticket from Gatwick Airport to London Bridge, and (if appropriate) a separate ticket for the return journey.

Customers who have been issued a Penalty Fare can ask the Operator to send them a complete and up-to-date copy of these guidelines.

6. PROVIDING INFORMATION

It is an offence to withhold personal details when being issued a Penalty Fare. An Authorised Collector has the legal right to ask for,

- your name
- your current address

Failure to provide these details or misrepresentation of your personal details is an offence under the Regulations (13(2)), the Regulation of Railways Act 1889 (section 5(3)), and contravenes Railway Byelaw 23(1) and may be viewed as an attempt to evade your fare.

7. APPEALS

Every Operator that issues Penalty Fares must have made arrangements for customers to appeal against a Penalty Fare. Appeals must be processed and decided in line with the Regulations. This requires that all appeals must be considered by an appeal body which is administratively independent from the train operating companies or owning groups.

Passengers are entitled to appeal a penalty fare up to three times with each stage of the appeal being considered based on its merits and information available to the decision maker. Outlined below are what you can expect from each stage of the appeal.

INFO BOX 9

If a customer is issued a Penalty Fare, and believes it was not in accordance with the Regulations, they have the right to appeal it within 21 days starting the day after it is issued. Any appeal should be heard and responded to within 21 days of receipt. If necessary, an appeals body has the right to extend the 21 days deadline to ensure a fair hearing.

7.1 First Stage Appeal

When issued a Penalty Fare a passenger may appeal against it to the relevant appeals body within **21 days starting the day after a Penalty Fare is issued** to them. The 21 days will be paused once the First Stage Appeal received an appeals body.

For clarity, this shall be referred to as the First Stage Appeal. At the first stage appeal you must provide information to the appeal provider on why you are appealing and supporting evidence to the assertion. This will then be considered by the decision maker who will review this evidence with, where possible additional data sources to accept or reject your appeal.
If an appeal is declined at the First Stage Appeals, the person issued a Penalty Fare has **14 days** from the date of the decision to pay the Penalty Fare or appeal to the Second Stage Appeal panel. As part of the decision of the appeal, details will be provided by the scheme Operator of how to appeal to a Second Stage Appeals Panel.

### 7.2 Second Stage Appeal

If an appeal is declined by the First Stage Appeal, customers can appeal to a Second Stage Appeal panel within 14 days of the decision of the First Stage Appeal unless the deadline is extended by the First Stage Appeal panel. For clarity, this shall be referred to as the Second Stage Appeal.

As with the First Stage, the 14 days to pay the Penalty Fare will be suspended if an appeal is submitted.

At this stage you can provide additional information (if any) to the appeal provider which you feel can further support why you are appealing and supporting evidence to the assertion. This will then be consider by the different person within the appeals provider who will review this evidence from the new appeal and previous first stage appeal to accept or reject your appeal.

If an appeal is declined at Second Stage Appeal, the person issued a Penalty Fare has **14 days** from the date of the decision to pay the Penalty Fare or appeal to the Third/Final Appeal panel. As part of the decision of the appeal, details will be provided by the scheme Operator of how to appeal to a Final Stage Appeals Panel.

### 7.3 Final Stage Appeal

If an appeal has been declined at both First and Second Stage Appeal, you can appeal to a Final Appeal Panel.

The Final Stage appeals panel, is different from the previous two stages in that will be conducted by an independent panel of three members, where the majority decision will decide the outcome. This panel will be independent of any Operator or their affiliates and will not be part of the appeal providers’ corporate structures.

To ensure this panel is independent, passenger groups will work with appeal providers to approve panel members and ensure they are trained and operate effectively. Any Final stage appeal panel should have involvement from passenger groups in ensuring they consider cases fairly.

### INFO BOX 10

Members of the Final Appeals Panel will be agreed and appointed by the appeals body in consultation with London TravelWatch and Transport Focus as consultants, not directly employed by any organisation connected to a Penalty Fares Operator.

Final Stage appeals must be submitted within **14 days** of the date of the decision of the Second Stage Appeal. The panel will as with previous stages, consider cases based on information provided by both previous stages and any additional information provided by the passenger. They will also consider mitigating circumstances outside the normal rules which could impact the outcome of the appeal. This "reasonableness test" will allow for situations outside the scope of the rules to be considered.

After the third stage appeal, a passenger has exhausted their appeals and must then pay the required Penalty Fare.
8. CHANGING A PENALTY FARES SCHEME

If an Operator with a Penalty Fares scheme chooses to make any changes to that scheme, the Rail Delivery Group recommends they advertise planned changes at least 21 days before the proposed date of the change. These changes can be communicated via station posters and announcements, the scheme Operators own website and any other relevant communications channels.

At the same time, the Operator should inform the Rail Delivery Group, the Rail Ombudsman, any Rail Passengers Committees and Passenger Transport Executives with a summary of the proposed changes and a revised description of the scheme.

If any station or Compulsory Ticket Area stops being a part of a Penalty Fares scheme as a result of a change, the Operator must make sure that all relevant warning notices at that station or Compulsory Ticket Area are removed promptly.

INFO BOX 11

For example, a change could be made at the time of a new franchise where the new franchise holder wishes to run a Penalty Fares scheme that the previous franchise holder did not.

The Operator must make sure that any notices, leaflets or other publicity referring to the scheme are promptly amended, removed or replaced to reflect any changes.

9. COMMENCEMENT AND TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

These guidelines will apply from 6 April 2018 and they replace the Rules made on 1 May 2002 (the ‘former rules’) which will no longer apply from that date.

Any train or station Operator charging Penalty Fares under the former Rules immediately before these guidelines come into effect may continue to charge Penalty Fares to the same extent as they were able to do under the former rules.
Penalty Fares are issued by the following Train Operating Companies from this station.

For further information on all Train Operating Companies and their websites please scan the QR code.

If you are caught using a ticket or travel pass that is not valid or you do not have a valid ticket when asked to produce it, you will be charged a Penalty Fare.

Penalty Fares are £20 or whichever is greater.

Your journey (whichever is greater)

Penalty Fares are £20 or whichever is greater.

A Penalty Fare is a minimum of £20. If you intend to travel a

Penalty Fare is £20 or whichever is greater.

A Penalty Fare is a minimum of £20. If you intend to travel a

You must have a platform ticket before passing this point. Otherwise you

You are about to enter a

Have you paid?

Failure to pay a Penalty Fare may lead to prosecution.

A Penalty Fare is £20 or whichever is greater.

A Penalty Fare is £20 or whichever is greater.

Please buy your ticket before you travel otherwise you may be charged a Penalty Fare.

A Penalty Fare is £20 or whichever is greater.

Please buy your ticket before you travel otherwise you may be charged a Penalty Fare.

Have you paid?

A Penalty Fare is £20 or whichever is greater.

A Penalty Fare is £20 or whichever is greater.

Please buy your ticket before you travel otherwise you may be charged a Penalty Fare.

Have you paid?
APPENDIX C – The Regulations

STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

2018 No. 000

TRANSPORT

The Railways (Penalty Fares) Regulations 2018

Made - - - - 2018
Laid before Parliament 2018
Coming into force - - 6th April 2018

The Secretary of State makes the following Regulations in exercise of the powers conferred by sections 130(1) to (4) and (7) and 143(3) and (4) of the Railways Act 1993(a).

PART 1

Preliminary

Citation, commencement and extent

1. These Regulations—
   (a) may be cited as the Railways (Penalty Fares) Regulations 2018;
   (b) come into force on 6th April 2018; and
   (c) extend to England and Wales and Scotland.

Application

2. – (1) These Regulations apply in relation to—
   (a) a railway passenger service(b) within the scope of paragraph (2); and
   (b) any station(c) at which a railway passenger service within the scope of paragraph (2) makes a scheduled call(d).

   (2) A railway passenger service is within the scope of this paragraph unless it is—
   (a) provided under a Scottish franchise agreement(e);

(a) 1993 c. 43; section 130 was amended by section 47 of, and Part 1 of Schedule 1 to, the Railways Act 2005 (c. 14). There are other amendments to sections 130 and 143 not relevant to this S.I. See section 130(12) for the meaning of “collectors” and “prescribed”.
(b) By virtue of section 130(12) of the Railways Act 1993 the definition of “railway passenger service” in section 83(1) of that Act applies for the purposes of section 130.
(c) By virtue of section 130(12) of the Railways Act 1993 the definition of “station” in section 83(1) of that Act applies for the purposes of section 130 subject to the further definition in section 130(12).
(d) By virtue of section 130(12) of the Railways Act 1993 the definition of “scheduled call” in section 83(1) of that Act (inserted into that subsection by paragraph 37(3) of Schedule 1 to the Railways Act 2005) applies for the purposes of section 130.
(e) By virtue of section 130(12) of the Railways Act 1993 the definition of “Scottish franchise agreement” in section 83(1) of that Act (inserted into that subsection by paragraph 37(3) of Part 2 of Schedule 1 to the Railways Act 2005) applies for the purposes of section 130.
(b) a Scotland-only service(a);
(c) a service the provision of which is secured by the Scottish Ministers; or
(d) provided by—
   (i) Transport for London or any of its subsidiaries; or
   (ii) any person in pursuance of an agreement entered into by Transport for London under section 156(2) or (3)(a) of the Greater London Authority Act 1999(b), or in pursuance of a transport subsidiary’s agreement(c).

Interpretation

3.—(1) In these Regulations—
“the 1994 Regulations” means the Railways (Penalty Fares) Regulations 1994(d);
“Appeal Panel” means a body, which complies with the requirements of regulation 15(1), that considers appeals under regulations 16 and 17 and “the relevant Appeal Panel” means, in relation to an operator, the Appeal Panel that considers appeals under those regulations against penalty fares charged on behalf of that operator;
“Appeal Procedure” means the procedure specified in Schedule 2;
“authorising operator”, in relation to a collector, means the operator that authorised the collector to charge penalty fares under regulations 10(5) or 10(6);
“compulsory ticket area” means any area at a station which a person must not enter or be present in without being able to produce—
   (a) a valid travel ticket authorising travel on a train arriving at or departing from that area; or
   (b) a platform ticket authorising their entry to or presence in that area;
“Final Appeal Panel” means a body, which complies with the requirements of regulation 18 and “the relevant Final Appeal Panel” means, in relation to an operator, the Final Appeal Panel that considers appeals under that regulation against penalty fares charged on behalf of that operator;
“identification number”, in relation to a collector, means a unique number or alphanumeric code assigned by the authorising operator to the collector for identification purposes;
“operator”, in relation to any train, means the person having the management of that train for the time being and, in relation to any station, means the person having the management of that station for the time being, and “operated” shall be construed accordingly;
“penalty fare number” means a number or alphanumeric code which is unique to an individual penalty fare charged on behalf of any operator;
“platform ticket” means a ticket or alternative authorisation which permits a person to enter or be present in a compulsory ticket area otherwise than for the purpose of travel;
“preceding train”, in relation to a train which a person is travelling by, present on or leaving, means any train—
   (a) the person travelled by, as part of the same journey, before changing to that train; and
   (b) which was operated by the same operator as that train;
“travel ticket” means a ticket or other authority which authorises a person to make a journey on a railway passenger service to which these Regulations apply;
“working day” means any day other than—

(a) By virtue of section 130(12) of the Railways Act 1993 the definition of “Scotland-only service” in section 83(1) of that Act (inserted into that subsection by paragraph 37(3) of Part 2 of Schedule 1 to the Railways Act 2005) applies for the purposes of section 130.
(b) 1999 c. 29.
(c) “Transport subsidiary’s agreement” is defined in section 169 of the Greater London Authority Act 1999.
(a) a Saturday or a Sunday;
(b) Christmas Day;
(c) Good Friday;
(d) a day which is a bank holiday under the Banking and Financial Dealings Act 1971(a) in England and Wales.

(2) In these Regulations—
(a) any reference to a “valid travel ticket” is a reference to a travel ticket in a person’s possession which is valid for—
(i) the day and time of the journey that person is making, has made or intends to make;
(ii) the train and route used for that journey;
(iii) the age of that person;
(iv) use with any rail card in the possession of that person which they are entitled to use for that journey;
(v) use in combination with any other travel ticket in the possession of that person which they are entitled to use for that journey; and
(vi) the class of travel used by that person; and
(b) any reference to a person leaving a train includes a person present in or leaving—
(i) a station, having left a train arriving at that station; or
(ii) a compulsory ticket area, having left a train arriving at that compulsory ticket area.

(3) Where the terms on which a travel ticket is issued require the holder to produce on request any other document(b) when using that ticket for travel, any reference in these Regulations to a travel ticket includes such a document.

PART 2
Penalty Fares

Requirement to produce a ticket
4.—(1) A person travelling by, present on, or leaving a train must, if required to do so by or on behalf of an operator, produce a valid travel ticket.

(2) A person present in or leaving a compulsory ticket area, other than as a result of leaving a train that arrived at that compulsory ticket area, must if required to do so by or on behalf of an operator produce—
(a) a valid travel ticket; or
(b) a platform ticket where that person does not intend to board a train for the purpose of travel.

(3) In paragraph (1) the reference to “an operator” is to the operator of—
(a) the train which the person in question is travelling by, present on or leaving;
(b) the station, where the person in question is present in or leaving a station, having left a train arriving at that station; or
(c) where the person in question is present in or leaving a compulsory ticket area, having left a train arriving at that compulsory ticket area—
(i) the station of which the compulsory ticket area forms part; or
(ii) any train that arrives at, or departs from, the compulsory ticket area.

(a) 1971 (c. 80).
(b) See s.130(12) of the Railways Act 1993 (c. 43) for the meaning of “document”.
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(4) In paragraph (2) the reference to “an operator” is to the operator of—
   (a) the station of which the compulsory ticket area forms part; or
   (b) any train that arrives at, or departs from, the compulsory ticket area.

Penalty fares
5.—(1) Subject to regulations 6, 7 and 10, if a person fails to produce a platform ticket or a valid travel ticket in accordance with regulation 4, a collector may charge that person a penalty fare.

(2) Where a collector charges a penalty fare to a person under paragraph (1), the collector must provide that person with the following information in writing at the time the penalty fare is charged—
   (a) a statement that the person is being charged a penalty fare;
   (b) an explanation of why the person is being charged a penalty fare;
   (c) the identification number of the collector;
   (d) the name of the operator on whose behalf the penalty fare is charged;
   (e) the penalty fare number;
   (f) the amount of the penalty fare;
   (g) a statement that the person has the right to appeal against the penalty fare and an explanation of how the person can appeal;
   (h) a statement that the person must either pay, or appeal against, the penalty fare within 21 days beginning with the day following the day on which the penalty fare is charged;
   (i) an explanation of how the penalty fare may be paid; and
   (j) a statement that the person is entitled to a receipt if they pay the penalty fare.

(3) Where a person who is charged a penalty fare under paragraph (1) pays the penalty fare, or part of it, that person must immediately be issued with written confirmation that the penalty fare in question has been paid, or paid in part, as the case may be.

(4) Where a person described in paragraph (3) is not provided with written confirmation of payment, that person is entitled to an immediate refund of the amount paid, but that person remains liable for the full amount of the penalty fare in accordance with these Regulations.

(5) Subject to paragraph (6), a penalty fare charged under paragraph (1) to a person travelling by or present on a train authorises that person to—
   (a) travel by that train as far as, but no further than, the next station at which the train is due to make a scheduled call; and
   (b) exit the relevant station described in sub-paragraph (a), including exiting through any compulsory ticket area.

(6) Paragraph (5) does not apply where, at the time a penalty fare is charged under paragraph (1), the train is stationary at a station and there is sufficient opportunity for the person charged to leave the train at that station.

(7) A penalty fare charged under paragraph (1)—
   (a) in the circumstances described at paragraph (6); or
   (b) to a person who is leaving a train, authorises that person to leave the train and exit the station, including exiting through any compulsory ticket area.

(8) Where a person present in or leaving a compulsory ticket area, other than as a result of leaving a train that arrived at that compulsory ticket area, is charged a penalty fare under paragraph (1), that penalty fare authorises that person to leave the compulsory ticket area and exit the station of which the compulsory ticket area forms part.

(9) Paragraphs (5) to (8) apply whether or not any payment has been made in respect of the penalty fare charged.
Penalty fares – train passenger exclusions

6.—(1) Subject to paragraph (6), a person travelling by, present on, or leaving a train (in this regulation “the passenger”) must not be charged a penalty fare where either paragraph (2) or (3) applies.

(2) This paragraph applies if, at the time when, and at the station where, the passenger boarded the train—
   (a) there were no facilities in operation for the sale of a travel ticket for that passenger’s journey;
   (b) the requirements for the display of notices specified in regulation 8 were not satisfied;
   (c) a notice was displayed indicating that the passenger was, or persons generally were, permitted to travel by or be present on the train without having a travel ticket; or
   (d) the operator of the train or the station, or a person acting or purporting to act on behalf of the operator, indicated that the passenger was, or persons generally were, permitted to travel by or be present on the train without having a travel ticket.

(3) This paragraph applies if—
   (a) the passenger has travelled on a preceding train;
   (b) at the time when, and at the station where, the passenger boarded the first of the preceding trains, any of sub-paragraphs (a) to (d) of paragraph (2) applied; and
   (c) at the time when, and at the station where, the passenger changed from any preceding train—
      (i) any of sub-paragraphs (a) to (d) of paragraph (2) applied; or
      (ii) the passenger did not have sufficient time between leaving one train and boarding the next to purchase a travel ticket.

(4) In paragraph (2)(a), there are no facilities in operation for the sale of a travel ticket if—
   (a) the passenger is not able to use any means of payment the passenger has available at the relevant time; and
   (b) the passenger would usually be able to purchase a travel ticket at the station in question at the relevant time of day using one of those means of payment.

(5) A person must not be charged a penalty fare where the travel ticket which they have produced, in response to a request made under regulation 4(1), would be a valid travel ticket but for the fact that it is not valid for the class of travel used by that person if, at the time that person began using the relevant class of travel—
   (a) a notice was displayed indicating that the person was, or persons generally were, permitted to use that class of travel without having a travel ticket valid for that class of travel; or
   (b) the operator of the train, or a person acting or purporting to act on behalf of the operator of the train, indicated that the person was, or persons generally were, permitted to use that class of travel without having a travel ticket valid for that class of travel.

(6) The passenger may, despite paragraph (2) or (3) applying, be charged a penalty fare where the passenger has, while travelling on the train or any preceding train, been invited by anybody acting on behalf of the operator of that train to obtain a travel ticket valid for the journey, train and class of travel used and has refused to do so.

(7) A person who is present on a train, which is stationary in a station, must not be charged a penalty fare where—
   (a) the person has not boarded the train for the purpose of travel;
   (b) the person is present on the train for the sole purpose of providing assistance to another person who is also present on that train; and
   (c) that other person has a valid travel ticket.
Penalty fares – compulsory ticket area exclusions

7.—(1) A person present in or leaving a compulsory ticket area, other than as a result of leaving a train that arrived at that compulsory ticket area, must not be charged a penalty fare where paragraph (2) or (3) applies.

(2) This paragraph applies if, at the time when, and at the station where, the person entered the compulsory ticket area—
   (a) there were no facilities in operation for the sale of—
       (i) a travel ticket for the journey that person intends to make; or
       (ii) a platform ticket permitting that person to be present in that compulsory ticket area, where that person does not intend to board a train for the purpose of travel;
   (b) the requirements for the display of notices specified in regulation 8 were not satisfied;
   (c) a notice was displayed indicating that the person was, or persons generally were, permitted to be present in that compulsory ticket area without having a platform ticket or a valid travel ticket; or
   (d) the operator of, or a person acting or purporting to act on behalf of the operator of—
       (i) any train departing from that compulsory ticket area; or
       (ii) the station of which the compulsory ticket area forms part, indicated that the person was, or persons generally were, permitted to enter or be present in that compulsory ticket area without having a platform ticket or a valid travel ticket.

(3) This paragraph applies if the sole purpose of the person’s presence in the compulsory ticket area is to provide assistance to another person and that other person has a platform ticket or a valid travel ticket entitling that person to be present in that compulsory ticket area.

(4) In paragraph (2)(a), there are no facilities in operation for the sale of a platform ticket or a travel ticket if—
   (a) the person is not able to use any means of payment that person has available at the relevant time; and
   (b) the person would usually be able to purchase a platform ticket or a travel ticket at the station in question using one of those means of payment.

Display of Notices

8.—(1) The requirements for the display of notices are as follows.

(2) Where any entrance onto a platform at the station is not the entrance to, or situated within, a compulsory ticket area, a notice complying with the requirements of paragraph 1 of Part 1 of Schedule 1 (“a standard notice”) must be displayed at that entrance.

(3) If the station has one or more compulsory ticket areas, a notice complying with the requirements of paragraph 2 of Part 1 of Schedule 1 (“a compulsory ticket area notice”) must be displayed at each entrance into a compulsory ticket area.

(4) Standard notices and compulsory ticket area notices must also be displayed at sufficient locations around the station so that at least one notice is readily visible to passengers prior to boarding a train at the station, including passengers changing from one train to another train.

Amount of penalty fare

9.—(1) Where a penalty fare is charged under regulation 5(1) to a person travelling by, present on, or leaving a train, the amount of that penalty fare is £20 or twice the full single fare applicable, whichever is greater.

(2) In paragraph (1), “the full single fare applicable” is the full single fare for the journey in question from the boarding station to—
   (a) the next station at which the train is due to make a scheduled call; or
(b) the station at which the person leaves the train if, at the time the penalty fare is charged—
   (i) the person is leaving the train; or
   (ii) the train is stationary at a station and there is sufficient opportunity for the person charged to leave the train at that station.

(3) In paragraph (2), “the boarding station” means—
   (a) the station at which the person boarded the train; or
   (b) where the station mentioned in sub-paragraph (a) is not known to the collector, the station at which the train last made a scheduled call.

(4) Where a person present in or leaving a compulsory ticket area, other than as a result of leaving a train that arrived at that compulsory ticket area, is charged a penalty fare under regulation 5(1), the amount of the penalty fare is—
   (a) £20 or twice the full single fare applicable, whichever is greater; or
   (b) £20 where that person does not intend to board a train for the purpose of travel.

(5) In paragraph (4)(a) “the full single fare applicable” is the full single fare for a journey from the station of which the compulsory ticket area forms part, to the next station where the train, which that person intends to board, is due to make a scheduled call.

(6) In this regulation “the full single fare applicable” is to be determined by reference to—
   (a) the age of the person in question;
   (b) the day and time of the journey that person is making, has made or intends to make, as the case may be; and
   (c) the train and route that person is using, has used or intends to use.

Collectors
10.—(1) A collector must be in possession of that collector’s identification when performing the functions conferred on collectors by these Regulations.

(2) A collector’s identification must contain the information specified in Part 2 of Schedule 1.

(3) Where a collector requires a person to do anything under these Regulations, that collector must, if the person concerned so requests, produce the collector’s identification.

(4) A collector—
   (a) who fails to comply with paragraph (1) or (3); or
   (b) whose identification does not comply with paragraph (2), has no authority to require a person to do anything, or to charge a penalty fare, under these Regulations.

(5) A collector may only charge a penalty fare under regulation 5(1) to a person who is travelling by, present on or leaving a train if the collector has been authorised to charge a penalty fare by the operator of that train.

(6) A person present in or leaving a compulsory ticket area, other than as a result of leaving a train that arrived at that compulsory ticket area, may only be charged a penalty fare under regulation 5(1) by a collector, if the collector has been authorised to charge a penalty fare by the operator of—
   (a) the station of which the compulsory ticket area forms part; or
   (b) any train that arrives at, or departs from, the compulsory ticket area.

Penalty fares and criminal offences
11.—(1) A person who has been charged a penalty fare under regulation 5(1) is not liable to pay where proceedings for any of the offences specified in paragraph (4) are also brought against that person in relation to the same failure to produce a platform ticket or a valid travel ticket which gave rise to that penalty fare.
(2) If a person to whom paragraph (1) applies has paid the penalty fare, or part of it, the operator on whose behalf the penalty fare was charged must refund that person the amount paid within the period of 10 working days, beginning with the day on which proceedings are brought.

(3) Where a person falling within paragraph (1)(a) has appealed against the penalty fare under regulation 16, proceedings for any of the offences specified in paragraph (4) may only be brought against that person for the same failure to produce a platform ticket or a valid travel ticket if the operator, on whose behalf the penalty fare was charged, notifies the relevant Appeal Panel that the penalty fare is cancelled before—

(a) the relevant Appeal Panel has decided the outcome of the appeal under regulation 16; or

(b) the time period mentioned in paragraph 6 of Schedule 2 expires, whichever is sooner.

(4) The offences referred to in paragraphs (1) and (3) are the offences under—

(a) section 5(3)(a) or (b) of the Regulation of the Railways Act 1889(a); 
(b) any byelaw made under—

(i) section 67 of the Transport Act 1962(b);  
(ii) section 129 of the Railways Act 1993(c);  
(iii) section 219 of the Transport Act 2000(d);  
(iv) section 46 of the Railways Act 2005(e).

Recovery of penalty fare as a civil debt

12.—(1) Where a person charged a penalty fare under regulation 5(1) has not paid the penalty fare in full, the operator on whose behalf the penalty fare was charged may recover the amount outstanding as a civil debt in any of the following circumstances—

(a) the person did not appeal under regulation 16 against the penalty fare within the 21 day period provided for by regulation 16(1)(a);  
(b) the person—

(i) appealed under regulation 16 within that period;  
(ii) the relevant Appeal Panel notified the person that it had not allowed the appeal;  
(iii) the relevant Appeal Panel adhered to the time period specified in paragraph 6 of Schedule 2; and  
(iv) the person did not appeal under regulation 17 against that decision within the 14 day period provided for by regulation 17(1)(a);  
(c) the person—

(i) appealed under regulation 17 within that period;  
(ii) the relevant Appeal Panel notified the person that it had not allowed the appeal;

---

(a) 1889 c. 57; the maximum fine in section 5(3) was increased by Schedule 1 to the British Railways Act 1977 (c. xvii) and then subsequently converted to level 3 on the standard scale in England and Wales by section 46 of the Criminal Justice Act 1982 (c. 48) and in Scotland by section 289G of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1975 (c. 21).

(b) 1962 c. 46; subsection (3) of section 67 was substituted by section 37 of the Transport Act 1981 (c. 56); the penalty in paragraph (a), and the first mentioned fine in paragraph (b), of that subsection were subsequently converted to references to the standard scale in England and Wales by section 46 of the Criminal Justice Act 1982; section 67 was subsequently repealed by Part 4 of Schedule 31 to the Transport Act 2000 (c. 38) but any byelaws made under section 67 that were in force immediately before it was repealed continue in force by virtue of paragraph 5 of Schedule 28 to the Transport Act 2000.

(c) 1993 c. 43; section 129 was repealed by Part 4 of Schedule 31 to the Transport Act 2000 (c. 38) but any byelaws made under section 129 that were in force immediately before it was repealed continue in force by virtue of paragraph 5 of Schedule 28 to the Transport Act 2000.

(d) 2000 c. 38; section 219 was repealed by Part 1 of Schedule 13 to the Railways Act 2005 (c. 14) but any byelaws made under section 219 that were in force immediately before it was repealed continue in force by virtue of section 46(4) of, and paragraph 2 of Part 2 of Schedule 13 to, the Railways Act 2005 (c. 14).

(e) 2005 c. 14; section 46 was amended by S.I. 2005/3050.
(iii) the relevant Appeal Panel adhered to the time period specified in paragraph 6 of Schedule 2; and
(iv) the person did not appeal under regulation 18 against that decision within the 14 day period provided for by regulation 18(1)(a); or
(d) the person—
(i) appealed under regulation 18 within that period;
(ii) the relevant Final Appeal Panel notified the person that it had not allowed the appeal; and
(iii) the period of 14 days, beginning with the day following the day on which the notice of that decision was received, has elapsed.

Requirement for a person to give name and address
13.—(1) Where a collector proposes to charge a person a penalty fare under regulation 5(1), that person must, subject to regulation 10(4), provide their name and address when required to do so by the collector.

(2) Any person who fails to provide their name and address in accordance with paragraph (1) is guilty of an offence and liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 2 on the standard scale.

PART 3
Appeals

Operator requirements
14.—(1) Where, at any time, an operator does not satisfy the appeals requirements the operator must ensure that a collector authorised by the operator does not charge a penalty fare on the operator’s behalf.

(2) Where a penalty fare is charged to a person on behalf of an operator and paragraph (4) applies, the person is not liable to pay the penalty fare.

(3) If the person referred to in paragraph (2) has paid the penalty fare, or part of it, the operator must refund that person the amount paid within the period of 10 working days, beginning with the day on which the operator knows that paragraph (4) applies.

(4) This paragraph applies if—
   (a) the operator did not satisfy the appeals requirements at the time the penalty fare was charged; or
   (b) there is a time at which the person could appeal under regulation 16, 17 or 18, and at that time the operator does not satisfy the appeals requirements.

(5) An operator “satisfies the appeals requirements” for the purposes of this regulation if the operator has—
   (a) made arrangements for—
       (i) an Appeal Panel to consider any appeal under regulations 16 and 17 against a penalty fare charged on its behalf, and
       (ii) a Final Appeal Panel to consider any appeal under regulation 18 against a penalty fare charged on its behalf; and
   (b) established and maintained a financial arrangement with the relevant Appeal Panel and the relevant Final Appeal Panel to ensure that all of the costs associated with appeals under regulations 16, 17 and 18 against penalty fares charged on behalf of the operator are paid for by the operator.
Appeal Panel and Final Appeal Panel requirements
15.—(1) To comply with the requirements in this paragraph a body must—
(a) be managerially and organisationally independent of any operator and any affiliate of an
operator; and
(b) have arrangements to ensure that any appeal under regulation 17 can be considered by a
different person to the person who decided not to allow the appeal under regulation 16.

(2) To comply with the requirements in this paragraph a body must be—
(a) managerially and organisationally independent of any operator and any affiliate of an
operator; and
(b) independent of the panels which considered the appeal under regulations 16 and 17 in the
appeal concerned.

(3) In this regulation—
(a) “affiliate of an operator” means a subsidiary or holding company of that operator and any
subsidiary or holding company of such holding company (and, for the purposes of this
definition, “subsidiary” and “holding company” have the meanings ascribed to them in
section 1261(1) of the Companies Act 2006(a)); and
(b) a body is “independent of the panels which considered the appeal under regulations 16
and 17 in the appeal concerned” if it has arrangements in place to ensure that the requirement in
paragraph 15(b) of Schedule 2 can be complied with.

Appeals – stage one
16.—(1) A person (“the appellant”) charged a penalty fare under regulation 5(1) may appeal
against that penalty fare to the relevant Appeal Panel—
(a) before the end of the period of 21 days beginning with the day after the day on which the
penalty fare is charged; or
(b) within such longer period as the relevant Appeal Panel may allow.

(2) An appeal under this regulation must be made—
(a) in accordance with the Appeal Procedure; and
(b) on one or more of the grounds specified in paragraph (3).

(3) The grounds on which an appeal under this regulation may be made are that—
(a) the penalty fare was not charged in accordance with the requirements of these Regulations;
(b) the appellant is not the person liable for the payment of the penalty fare;
(c) the appellant owns a season ticket valid for the journey in question but was not in possession
of the season ticket at the time the penalty fare was charged; or
(d) there are compelling reasons why, in the particular circumstances of the case, the appellant
should not be liable to pay the penalty fare.

(4) Where the appellant makes representations as part of an appeal under this regulation in
relation to any of the matters specified in paragraph (5), it is for the operator on whose behalf the
penalty fare was charged to provide evidence that reasonably demonstrates that any fact described
by the appellant in relation to any of those matters is not true.

(5) The matters referred to in paragraph (4) are—
(a) in circumstances where the appellant was charged a penalty fare in relation to travelling by,
being present on, or leaving a train—

(a) 2006 (c. 46). There are amendments to section 1261(1) not relevant to these Regulations.
(i) by which train and preceding train or trains, if any, the appellant was travelling or had travelled or on which train the appellant was present or had been present;

(ii) at which station the appellant boarded the train and any preceding train or trains and at which station the appellant intended to leave that train;

(iii) whether any of the circumstances mentioned in regulations 6(2) applied;

(b) in circumstances where, being a person present in or leaving a compulsory ticket area, other than as a result of leaving a train that arrived at that compulsory ticket area, the appellant was charged a penalty fare in respect of being present in or leaving that compulsory ticket area—

(i) whether the appellant intended to travel by train, and if so, by which train and to which station, and if not, the appellant’s reason for being in the compulsory ticket area;

(ii) whether any of the circumstances mentioned in regulation 7 applied.

(6) The relevant Appeal Panel must consider an appeal under this regulation in accordance with the Appeal Procedure.

(7) If the relevant Appeal Panel, after considering an appeal under this regulation, concludes that any ground specified in paragraph (3) applies, it must, subject to paragraph (10), allow the appeal.

(8) If the relevant Appeal Panel, after considering an appeal under this regulation, concludes that no ground specified in paragraph (3) applies, it must not allow the appeal.

(9) The relevant Appeal Panel must, in accordance with the Appeal Procedure, notify the operator concerned and the appellant of any decision made under paragraph (7) or (8).

(10) Where the relevant Appeal Panel concludes that the ground in paragraph (3)(c) applies, the Panel may decide to not allow the appeal if the operator has provided evidence that the appellant has made a journey on at least two occasions previously where the ground in paragraph (3)(c) applied.

(11) Where the relevant Appeal Panel—

(a) notifies the operator that an appeal has been allowed; or

(b) fails to adhere to the time period specified in paragraph 6 of Schedule 2, the appellant is not liable to pay the penalty fare in question.

(12) If the appellant referred to in paragraph (11) has paid the penalty fare, or part of it, the operator on whose behalf the penalty fare was charged must repay to the appellant the amount paid within the period of 10 working days, beginning with whichever is the earlier of—

(a) the day on which that operator receives notification that the appeal has been allowed; or

(b) the day on which the time period specified in paragraph 6 of Schedule 2 expires.

(13) In this regulation “season ticket” means a ticket which entitles the person to whom it is issued to make an unlimited number of journeys in any direction between the stations, or within the zones, for which the ticket is valid during a specified period whether or not the entitlement is subject to further restrictions.

**Appeals – stage two**

17.—(1) Where an Appeal Panel has notified an appellant that it has not allowed an appeal made under regulation 16, the appellant may appeal to the relevant Appeal Panel against that decision—

(a) before the end of the period of 14 days beginning with the day on which the notice of such decision is received; or

(b) within such longer period as the relevant Appeal Panel may allow.

(2) An appeal under this regulation must be made—

(a) in accordance with the Appeal Procedure; and

(b) on one or more of the grounds specified in regulation 16(3).
(3) The relevant Appeal Panel must consider an appeal under this regulation in accordance with the Appeal Procedure.

(4) If the relevant Appeal Panel, after considering an appeal under this regulation, concludes that any ground specified in regulation 16(3) applies, it must, subject to paragraph (7), allow the appeal.

(5) If the relevant Appeal Panel, after considering an appeal under this regulation, concludes that no ground specified in regulation 16(3) applies, it must not allow the appeal.

(6) The relevant Appeal Panel must, in accordance with the Appeal Procedure, notify the operator concerned and the appellant of any decision made under paragraph (4) or (5).

(7) Where the relevant Appeal Panel concludes that the ground in regulation 16(3)(c) applies, the Panel may decide to not allow the appeal if the operator has provided evidence that the appellant has made a journey on at least two occasions previously where the ground in regulation 16(3)(c) applied.

(8) Where the relevant Appeal Panel—
   (a) notifies the operator that an appeal has been allowed; or
   (b) fails to adhere to the time period specified in paragraph 6 of Schedule 2, the appellant is not liable to pay the penalty fare in question.

(9) If the appellant referred to in paragraph (8) has paid the penalty fare, or part of it, the operator on whose behalf the penalty fare was charged must repay to the person the amount paid within the period of 10 working days, beginning with whichever is the earlier of—
   (a) the day on which that operator receives notification that the appeal has been allowed; or
   (b) the day on which the time period specified in paragraph 6 of Schedule 2 expires.

Appeals – final stage

18.—(1) Where an Appeal Panel has notified an appellant that it has not allowed an appeal under regulation 17 the appellant may appeal to the relevant Final Appeal Panel against that decision—
   (a) before the end of the period of 14 days beginning with the day on which the notice of such decision is received; or
   (b) within such longer period as the relevant Final Appeal Panel may allow.

(2) An appeal under this regulation must be made—
   (a) in accordance with the Appeal Procedure; and
   (b) on one or more of the grounds specified in regulation 16(3).

(3) The relevant Final Appeal Panel must consider an appeal under this regulation in accordance with the Appeal Procedure.

(4) If the relevant Final Appeal Panel, after considering an appeal under this regulation, concludes that any ground specified in regulation 16(3) applies, it must, subject to paragraph (7), allow the appeal.

(5) If the relevant Final Appeal Panel, after considering an appeal under this regulation, concludes that no ground specified in regulation 16(3) applies, it must not allow the appeal.

(6) The relevant Final Appeal Panel must, in accordance with the Appeal Procedure, notify the operator concerned and the appellant of any decision under paragraph (4) or (5).

(7) Where the relevant Final Appeal Panel concludes that the ground in regulation 16(3)(c) applies, the Panel may decide to not allow the appeal if the operator has provided evidence that the appellant has made a journey on at least two occasions previously where the ground in regulation 16(3)(c) applied.

(8) Where the relevant Final Appeal Panel—
   (a) notifies the operator that an appeal has been allowed; or
(b) fails to adhere to the time period specified in paragraph 15(d) of Schedule 2, the appellant is not liable to pay the penalty fare in question.

(9) If the appellant referred to in paragraph (8) has paid the penalty fare, or part of it, the operator on whose behalf the penalty fare was charged must repay to the person the amount paid within the period of 10 working days, beginning with whichever is the earlier of—
(a) the day on which that operator receives notification that the appeal has been allowed; or
(b) the day on which the time period specified in paragraph 6 of Schedule 2 expires.

PART 4
Final provisions

Revocation
19. The following instruments are revoked—
(a) the 1994 Regulations; and
(b) the Railways (Penalty Fares) (Amendment) Regulations 2005(a).

Transitional Provisions
20.—(1) A penalty fare charged under the 1994 Regulations (a “pre-commencement penalty fare”) is to be treated as having been charged under these Regulations.

(2) For the purposes of regulation 14 the operator concerned is treated as having satisfied the appeals requirements, which are particularised in regulation 14(5), at the time that a precommencement penalty fare was charged.

(3) Where a person who has been charged a pre-commencement penalty fare made an appeal within the period of 21 days, beginning with the day on which that penalty fare was charged, and that appeal has not been finally determined before 6th April 2018—
(a) the person is to be treated as having made an appeal to the relevant Appeal Panel under, and in compliance with, regulation 16 on the ground set out in regulation 16(3)(d); and
(b) the relevant Appeal Panel may request any further particulars required in order to determine the appeal in accordance with the Appeal Procedure.

(4) Where a person who has been charged a pre-commencement penalty fare has not made an appeal, but the period of 21 days, beginning with the day on which that penalty fare was charged, has not ended before 6th April 2018—
(a) the pre-commencement penalty fare is to be treated for the purposes of these Regulations as if it were charged on 6th April 2018; and
(b) these Regulations have effect as if regulation 16(3)(a) were omitted.

(5) Any person who, immediately before the coming into force of these Regulations, would be treated as an authorised collector(b) entitled to charge a penalty fare on behalf of an operator under the 1994 Regulations (“an existing collector”), is to be treated as a collector who has been authorised to charge a penalty fare on behalf of that same operator for the purpose of these Regulations.

(6) Any document issued as identification, prior to the coming into force of these Regulations, by an operator to an existing collector, for the purpose of proving the collector was authorised to collect penalty fares, shall be treated as if it were identification containing the information specified in Part 2 of Schedule 1, for a period of 90 days beginning with the day following the day on which these Regulations come into force.

(a) S.I. 2005/1095.
(b) See S.I.1994/576, regulation 2(1) for the definition of “authorised collector.”
Signed by authority of the Secretary of State for Transport

Name
Minister of State
Department for Transport

Date
SCHEDULE 1

Notices and Identification

PART 1

Notices

Standard notice
1.—(1) A standard notice must contain—

(a) the penalty fares logo as shown in Part 3;
(b) the word “WARNING” in large, prominent text at the top of the notice;
(c) the wording “Please buy your ticket before you travel otherwise you may be charged a Penalty Fare”;
(d) the wording “A Penalty Fare is £20 or twice the full single fare applicable to your journey (whichever is greater)”;
(e) wording which indicates where information about the circumstances in which a person may be charged a penalty fare in relation to travel by, presence on or leaving a train is published or may be obtained; and
(f) the logo, and name if the logo does not contain the name, of each operator that charges penalty fares in relation to trains arriving at or departing from the station to which the notice applies.

(2) The absence of a logo or name, as required by sub-paragraph (1)(f), on a notice only invalidates the notice in relation to the operator whose logo or name is missing.

Compulsory ticket area notice
2.—(1) A compulsory ticket area notice must contain—

(a) the penalty fares logo as shown in Part 3;
(b) the word “WARNING” in large, prominent text at the top of the notice;
(c) the wording—
(i) “You are about to enter a Compulsory Ticket Area”;
(ii) “You must have a platform ticket or valid travel ticket before passing this point”;
and
(iii) “Otherwise you may be charged a Penalty Fare”;
(d) the wording ”A Penalty Fare is a minimum of £20. If you intend to travel, a Penalty Fare is £20 or twice the full single fare applicable to your journey (whichever is greater)”;
(e) wording which indicates where information about the circumstances in which a person may be charged a penalty fare for being in or leaving a compulsory ticket area is published or may be obtained; and
(f) the logo, and name if the logo does not contain the name, of each operator that charges penalty fares in relation to trains arriving at or departing from the compulsory ticket area.

(2) The absence of a logo or name, as required by sub-paragraph (1)(f), on a notice only invalidates the notice in relation to the operator whose logo or name is missing.
PART 2

Identification for Collectors

3. Identification issued to a collector ("the collector") must contain—

(a) the penalty fares logo as shown in Part 3;
(b) the logo, and name if the logo does not contain the name, of the authorising operator;
(c) a photograph of the collector;
(d) the identification number of the collector;
(e) the following wording—
   “The person identified by this card is a collector for [name of authorising operator] under the Railways (Penalty Fares) Regulations 2018”; and
(f) the signature of the person who, on behalf of the authorising operator, authorised the collector.

PART 3

Penalty Fares Logo
SCHEDULE 2

Appeal Procedure

1. An appeal must be made in writing and may be sent to the address of the relevant Appeal Panel or, as the case may be, the relevant Final Appeal Panel by—
   (a) sending it by prepaid post;
   (b) sending it by electronic transmission;
   (c) delivering it to or otherwise leaving it at that address; or
   (d) by any other means specifically authorised by the relevant Appeal Panel or, as the case may be, the relevant Final Appeal Panel.

2. Any reference in these Regulations to a period of time within which a person may make an appeal is a reference to the time within which the appeal must be received by the relevant Appeal Panel or, as the case may be, the relevant Final Appeal Panel.

3. An appeal or a decision notice sent by post is to be presumed, unless the contrary is proved, to have been received on the second working day after the day on which it is posted.

4. An appeal under regulation 16 must contain the following particulars—
   (a) the name and address of the appellant;
   (b) the penalty fare number;
   (c) a statement setting out which one or more of the appeal grounds specified in regulation 16(3) is relied on;
   (d) a statement setting out any representations made in relation to any of the matters specified in regulation 16(5).

5. An appeal under regulation 16 may contain any other relevant information.

6. Where an Appeal Panel receives an appeal under regulation 16 or 17, it must decide whether to allow or not allow the appeal before the end of the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the appeal is received.

7. When an Appeal Panel notifies its decision to allow or not allow an appeal under regulation 16 or 17, it must—
   (a) do so in writing to both the operator concerned and the appellant;
   (b) give reasons for its decision;
   (c) if the appeal was received by post, notify its decision by post to the postal address the appellant has provided;
   (d) if the appeal was received by electronic transmission, notify its decision either by electronic transmission to the email address used by the appellant to submit the appeal or by post to the postal address the appellant has provided.

8. Where an Appeal Panel notifies its decision not to allow an appeal under regulation 16 it must provide the appellant with a statement that—
   (a) the person has the right to appeal against the decision to the relevant Appeal Panel;
   (b) that the appeal would be considered by a different person at the relevant Appeal Panel;
   (c) if the appeal was unsuccessful the person would have the right to appeal to the relevant Final Appeal Panel; and
   (d) the operator will be entitled to commence court proceedings to recover the penalty fare if the appellant does not—
9. An appeal under regulation 17 must contain—
   (a) the particulars specified in paragraph 4; and
   (b) a statement explaining the reason or reasons for the appeal against the decision to not allow
       the appeal under regulation 16.

10. An appeal under regulation 17 may contain any other relevant information.

11. Where an Appeal Panel receives an appeal under regulation 17, the appeal must be
    considered by, and the decision to allow or not to allow the appeal must be made by, a different
    person to the person who decided not to allow the appeal under regulation 16.

12. Where an Appeal Panel notifies its decision not to allow an appeal under regulation 17 it
    must provide the appellant with a statement that—
       (a) the person has the right to appeal against the decision to the relevant Final Appeal Panel; and
       (b) the operator will be entitled to commence court proceedings to recover the penalty fare if the
           appellant does not—
           (i) appeal the decision to the relevant Final Appeal Panel within the 14 day period
               provided for by regulation 18(1)(a); or
           (ii) pay the penalty fare within that period.

13. An appeal under regulation 18 must contain—
    (a) the particulars specified in paragraph 4; and
    (b) a statement explaining the reasons for the appeal against the decision to not allow the
        appeal under regulation 17.

14. An appeal under regulation 18 may contain any other relevant information.

15. Where a Final Appeal Panel receives an appeal under regulation 18—
    (a) the appeal must be considered by, and the decision to allow or not to allow the appeal must
        be made by, a panel comprising three decision makers;
    (b) the panel referred to in sub-paragraph (a) must not contain any person who was involved in
        the decision in respect of the appeal under regulation 16 or 17;
    (c) every decision maker referred to in sub-paragraph (a) must give a decision on the appeal; and
    (d) the relevant Final Appeal Panel must decide whether to allow or not to allow the appeal
        before the end of the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the appeal is received.

16. If the decision makers referred to in paragraph 15(a) cannot reach a unanimous decision to
    allow, or not allow, an appeal the decision may be made by a majority of those decision makers.

17. When a Final Appeal Panel notifies its decision to allow or not allow an appeal, it must—
    (a) do so in writing to both the operator concerned and the appellant;
    (b) give reasons for its decision;
    (c) if the appeal was received by post, notify its decision by post to the postal address the
        appellant has provided;
    (d) if the appeal was received by electronic transmission, notify its decision either by electronic
        transmission to the email address used by the appellant to submit the appeal or by post to the
        postal address the appellant has provided.

18. Where a Final Appeal Panel notifies its decision not to allow an appeal under regulation 18,
    it must provide the appellant with a statement that if the appellant does not pay the penalty fare
    within the period of 14 days, beginning with the day on which the appellant receives the panel’s
    decision, the operator will be entitled to commence court proceedings to recover the penalty fare.
EXPLANATORY NOTE
(This note is not part of the Regulations)
These Regulations make provision for the charging of penalty fares for the failure to produce, when required to do so, a ticket or other authority authorising a person to travel by train or to be present in a compulsory ticket area at a station.

Part 1 of the Regulations makes provision in relation to the scope of the Regulations and defines terms used in the Regulations.

Part 2 of the Regulations imposes a requirement to produce a ticket or other authority for travel or presence on a train or presence in a compulsory ticket area (regulation 4). Regulation 5 makes provision for the charging of penalty fares where a person fails to comply with the requirements in regulation 4 and regulations 6 and 7 set out circumstances in which a penalty fare must not be charged. Regulation 8 and Schedule 1 make provision for the notices which an operator must display in order to be able to charge penalty fares. Regulation 9 sets out the amount of the penalty fare that may be charged. Regulation 10 sets out the circumstances in which a collector may act and the requirement for collectors to carry identification. Regulation 11 prevents a person being liable to pay a penalty fare where proceedings for a criminal offence are brought in relation to the same matter. Regulation 12 provides the circumstances in which operators may recover penalty fares. Regulation 13 requires a person required to pay a penalty fare to provide their name and address if required to do so. Any person who fails to do so is guilty of an offence.

Part 3 of the Regulations, together with Schedule 2, provides that an operator may only charge penalty fares if they have in place an appeals process that complies with these Regulations (regulation 14). Regulation 15 sets out the requirements that appeal panels must satisfy and regulations 16 to 18, together with Schedule 2, set out the processes and procedures that must be followed.

Part 4 of the Regulations revokes the Railways (Penalty Fares) Regulations 1994 and the Railways (Penalty Fares) (Amendment) Regulations 2005 (regulation 19). Regulation 20 makes provision for how penalty fares charged under the Railways (Penalty Fares) Regulations 1994, and the persons who were authorised to collect penalty fares under those regulations, are to be treated for the purpose of this instrument.

A full impact assessment has not been produced for this instrument as no significant impact on the private, voluntary or public sectors is foreseen. An Explanatory Memorandum has been prepared for these Regulations and is available alongside this instrument on the UK Legislation website www.legislation.gov.uk.